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every suggested that it was anywhere else but on the mainland, is just as

often called the city in the midst of the waters as Tyre is, and therefore that

phrase means the maritime city to which the boats come and from whichthe

boats go, it is the city in the midst of the waters in the sense of being

a great maritine city. It does not mean a city which is n-4he-1--on an

island, because it is used about Sidon z just as much as about Tyre, but I

suppose that somebody about 150 years ago noticed these things abc*itTyrc,

I don't know whether he knew about the prediction or not, but some scholar

noticed these cuneiform statements and said theold story is all wrog-wrong.

I saw it in 30-40 different scholarly articles and books el-dealing with Tyre,
it

and the evidencg1is based upon is utterly rnd-larte groundless , while the

evidence for the fulfillment of the prophecy is very clear and xwvrt very

evident. Prophecy is not history written ir-ve3.--advance, It is not God's
just what is going to happen,

intention that we should/k ow4r-a 'ei'e, but propixhecy gives us such knowledge

as the Lord wants us to have that we may serve Him more x faithfully, and pro

phecy is there so that when it comes to pass we can see that it is exactly what

God predicted, and if it happened , and if it happened in a different way, it

w ouldn't have been. And I have a friend at Cornell University, who is on the

staff there, who is very active in working among students,and he has found

the argument from fulfilled prophecy with scientists one of the most effective

argument, - eeta9e- because it Is something that cannot be explained on

any natural human basis and he has been able to read a number of scientits

to the Lord through inttances of fulfilled prophecy, but God wants us to kstrengthen

our faith in the Bible, to strength our confidence in theWord of God. He we-
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